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BERLIN BEARINGS | INTRODUCTION

WILLKOMMEN IN
BERLIN...

zwinger (Bear Pit), established in
1939 in Köllnischer Park behind the
Märkisches Museum.
...And welcome to the
city that never sleeps! A “you know The image of the bear suits
Berlin nicely: it’s big, wild
city dripping in history
you’re
in
and sometimes a little bit
and culture. A city where
you’re in the minority if safe paws!” hairy.
So what are you waiting
you don’t have a facial
for? It’s time to get your
piercing.
If you’ve been here before, you will Berlin bearings. Go forth and begin
definitely have seen him around. If your unmistakably unique Berlin
not, prepare to get an eyeful! He’s the adventure.
Berlin Bear, official mascot and sole
occupier of Berlin’s coat of arms since
1280. Now he’s your official guide to
this vibrant and astounding city –
and since he’s been here for so long,
you know you’re in safe paws!
To make this guide simple, he’s broken it down into several categories
and included the best Berlin has to
offer in each. He’s handily included
as much info as you should need:
opening times, costs, and some city
dweller’s insider tips.
While exploring the city, keep a lookout for the many artistic
interpretations of the Bear – some
more outlandish than others. And to
thank the Bear for this great guide,
head down to visit him at the Bären-
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FEATURES
Olympic
Stadium
32
History
40
Kennedys
62
Pergamon
Museum
74
Berghain
114
Sundays at Mauer Park

118

SURVIVAL GUIDE 6-17
Accommodation, Transport &
Club Tips

CONTENT
GET CULTURED

OUTDOORS

50 DDR Museum
54 Altes Museum
58 Kunst Werke Berlin
72 New Synagogue
74 Natural History Museum

Britzer Garden 124
Victoria Park 126
Botanic Garden 128
Badeschiff 129
Peacock Island 130

FOOD & DRINK

SHOPPING

80 Prater Garden
81Mustafa’s
87 Burgermeister
100 Caffe E Gelato
102 Cafe Einstein Stammhaus

Fassbender & Rausch 144
Chocolatiers
Made In Berlin 145
Garage Vintage 147
KaDeWe 149
Maybachufter Markets 150

NIGHTLIFE
106 Clärchens Ballhaus
110 Tresor
111 Club Der Visionäre
113 Katerholzig
115 Yaam

ICONIC
BERLIN
East Side Gallery
20
Berliner Dom
26
TV Tower
35
Reichstag
36
Brandenburg Gate 37
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English Lit student
Laura is one of the
sweetest,
most
caring
people
you’ll ever meet.
This Glaswegian girl
has a liking for cakes,
couscous and dancing
on tables.
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This
northwestern
American gal makes
the most out of every opportunity.
An invaluable team
member who is super organized, creative, spontaneous
and has the ability to
always make us laugh.
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Adam’s eye for fashion and artistic flair make him one to watch
on the blogosphere. Happiest
when practicing his German on
the locals, Adam has an incredibly
sweet and charming personality.
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Seemingly limitless energy,
a brilliant mind and equally
superb attitude are all combined
in the tanned Aussie bundle
that is Rhi Edwards. A true gem.

Tongue in cheek and with a twinkle in both eyes, Ricky brings
energy to any group. A truly
down to earth guy, he may just
fall asleep on any comfortable
grassy banks he comes across.
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No doubt the group’s unofficial
tour guide. You’ll most likely
find him revelling in Berlin’s
history or at fast food joints, fuelling his burger addiction.
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R AH GR EE N

Her fiery personality matches her
fiery hair; Tamarah is the definition of a free spirit. And,
having got past the Berghain
bouncer at just 17, there’s
nothing she can’t do!

Always wearing a perfect outfit and
smile, this giggling, pint-sized Brummie has made it her one-womanmission to visit nearly every park
and garden in Berlin.
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We wish we all lived in Matt’s
world, where life is so laid
back, it’s horzontal. When he’s
not sleeping, you can find Matt
relaxing in beach bars along the
Spree.
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A brainy economics student with a
severe coffee addiction, Lucy’s
charisma and warm-hearted nature
make her a pleasure to be around.
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PROFILES
A man of few words, but
extremely knowledgeable
on sports, music, shops
and film, he knows what he
likes, so will have advised
you well in his reviews.
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Danying is a bubbly and super-friendly individual who
adores books, visiting museums and above all else, dogs.
This has been her first trip to
Europe and has been loving
every minute.
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You’ll most likely find her in Berlin’s vintage
shops or flea markets searching for the
perfect fashionista find to add to her already classic chic appearance. Angela has
an iconic style in her wardrobe and in her
writing.
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A trooper through to the
end. She has a great eye
for style and loves her
architecture. This eloquent
Scottish sweetheart will
infect you with her laugh
and is impossible not to like.
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Toni is a total movie buff and probably
Johnny Depp’s biggest fan. You can find
her on the front row at movie premiers
whether in Wales or Berlin.
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